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25 September 1973

NEW POLICY IlkEC!ONS IN EGYPT

- Summary

Igypt is currently reorienting its apprcach to both domestic and international
issues and enunciating a new "philosophy" for President Sadat's government. Basic
Eigyptian goals remain the same: domestically, to alleviate the severe economic
difficulties that plague the country and cause 6etonic discontenti internationally, to
regain Egyptian territory from Israeli occupation. Blut Sadat is experimenting
seriously with new or ne wly resurrccted means to these ends.

Muhch of Sadat's activity in this direction is a groping rather than a clear drive
along wcil-determincd lines. Much of Nis effort will be 'ruitlcss. Many of his moves
evoke a sense of dcja vu; Sadet has announced domestic policy reforms before and
has undertaken repeated diplomatic initiatives in the past, and these have largely
come to na:Tgjht. ilut a new sct of circumstances both at home and abroad surrounds
this latest effort, gives it a new impetus and scriousnc!s of purpose, and offers it
some hope of succcs.

25X1 twmurs uad mn5 on the r. n" n " ,.f I othis p mr .rkr*n. T her mr be derrinr to
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Relations with the Superpowers

Saidat's policy reassessment is the product largely of US-Soviet detente
and specirically of the .June 1973 Nixon-Brezhncv immit. Sadat had long
wanted to move away from the ligyptian military reliance on the Soviets
that charaeterized his predecessor's regime, amf he did in faet move
dramatically In this direction. Ile has nevertheless retained hopes for in-
creased Soviet military assissnce and a greater show or Soviet political
support.

The summer's round of US-Soviet diplomacy has added conviction to a
long-held ligyptian suspicion that this nassistance and support will not be as
forthcoming as Cairo would like, Moreover, Sadat feels that the Sovicts, far
from offsetting US backing for Isracl, have, by striving to maintain good
relations with Washington, only facilitated US efforts to assist the Israelis.

Sadat has now reconciled himself to a certain cooincss in his relations
with Moscow. Ready to accept, if necessary, what he regards as Soviet
niggardliness but unwilling to give up all hope of assistance from Mcscow, he
has decided to maintain the relationship as it presently exists. lie has
stresscd, in his own publtc statements and through the Cairo media, the need
for continued friendship with the Soviets cqually with the new theme of
third-world disengagem(nt from a too-close dependence on the superpowers.

Although the Soviets look with sonc anxiety on the darker side of this
balance. Sadat himsciV has taken a relaxed view of his relations with the
USSR. Irving cxtricated himself from a chient-state relationship with the
Sovicts that he saw as furthering only Sovict interests, he probably derives a
certain saifaction from 1cmow's concern for those interests. I Is not
prepared deliberately to provoke a further deterbration of relations, Oit he
is ready to move in his own direction without his former regard for Sout
sensibilitics.

His current diplomatic campaign and his renewcd emphasis on domestic
reform constitute his effort to movc in that new direction and ta irrirovc his
position against blsacl. The reforms at' cmbodied in Sadat's "idcelogical
document," which h., vicws as a policy juidchne for igypt for the 1xxt 20
or 30 ycan. Althouth not yct comptci. the document -initially dr iled Ih
July. cunrntly under dchatc in political circles. and chcduled for final
adoption later this fall- is ecntially a statement of nonalignment, or. better.
of nondcpendcncc on the superpower .

.2.
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Its chief1 direction Is away f'rom the lefl Its chief' message is Ilhut the
Arabs, unable to rely on lte superpowers, mist rely on Ihelr own efforts. it
defines a polley of "econi c openness" 1hat will case Iigypt, po lietlly as
well is economicttly, away from socialism, lor the Arabs in general. it
outlines a program of poitcal aild economic self-help, a prograim of depend-
enee on iwhat Sadat enlits "I hki sie Arab power," Ihat envisions the construc-
tion of an Arab nution able to compete on more equal terms with Israel.
Sadat hus already beguin to act on many of the doctiment's prlinciples.

In his efforts outside the Arab world, Sadat is most immediately
Interested in using the Algiers nonaligned sununit conference and tie fIl
1973 UN (General Assembly session to put ligypt forward as a leader among
the nonaligined nations. tie also hopes to expand on the support lIgypt
gaited for ftie Arab positlion at the UN Middle Enst debate last summer and
to capitalize on the isolatilon he believes this debate brought for tiI; US mid
Israel. More concretely. Sadat is attempting to consolidate existing relations
with Western iuropean nations and to expand his ties with smaIller socialist
stales. In most eases, what lie has sought is military ecuipmeil and economic
assistance, but in all cases hi -:nds are political as well.

The recent appearalce of a cuntingent of North Korean pilots in Eigypt
is it prime example of this effort. Vice President S;mfi and a military
dclegmtion are currently viiting China. North Vietnam. and North Korea to
consolidate diplomatic relations and. undoubtedly. to seek further military
assistance. Earlier efforts this year with the Chinese may have resulted it it
relati.ely low-level training agreement and arms deal . Eigyp!'s interest in
better tics with China was highighted by a recent. probahly authoritative.
Caito editorial that pointedly comp'ared China's burdcr problems with those
<i the A rubs.

25X1

~ecnt y expamded tit iponti c rea ions Witi
est Germany and the ienctmeint or mieasres to enicourage WeIterin invCst-

ment in Egypt are also indicativC of Sadat's interest in equaliing ties with
lst and West.

intcr-Arab Rhlatiuns

More vital to Sadat. in terms of both i gypt's own posit ion and that of
the Arab world in general towaid srael. are Ilis renewed efflorts to achieve
Arab unity butl a selective unily of taInCiblc. Fmutually benceiial coopera-
tion that would gie somic substance to the otherwie elusive and unrealistic
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goal of all-embraeing unlly. Sudat recognizes that fu11 Ispectrum Anib uinity is
unrealizble, or aviila bile only pin essenially meanmingle.s terms. Ills latest
effort Is directed at the attuiabale. ie is looking primarily east in the Arb
world, toward the Persian Gulf' oil producers id toward Egypt's sister
"cruf'rontation" states, rather Ian west, where the Maghreb states have no
more than a peripheral, if vocal, interest in the Arab-Israeli conflict tund)
where Libya, deqpite its weatlthi, 1:; more bother than be neflit, Sadat's efforts
to give content to the ideal of mutual Arab collaboration do not specifically
exclude any Arab state; they are simply concentrated on countries able to
cooperate and willing to do so on terms he can accept.

Ills effort is double-edged. lie sees in a truly collaborative "Arab
nation" the political strength thai would permit the Arabs to confIront the
US and Israel without relying as in the rust on the USSR. lie also looks to
Arab economic cooperationt as a means both of buttressing ligypt's own 25X1
weakened eco,.,mic situation and of strengthening its mili tary capabilities.
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Other matters are, for Sadat, more pressing: restoring diplomatic ties
with Jordan to establish a working relationship among the confrontation
states; using Arab capital to further inter-Arab economic projects, including
,wen the Arab arms industry, whose establishment is envisioned in Sadat's
draft policy document; and, most important, attempting to set the Egyptian
ecohomy on its feet. Each of these measures, Sadat feels, strengthens the
Arab "nation" and, by the cooperative efforts involved, forges a substantive
type of Arab unity in which each participating state has a stake. If his vision
of using Arab capital to strengthen Egypt's economy is somewhat self-
serving, he probably also believes-and hopes to convince his Arab
benefactors-that a stronger Egypt means a stronger Arab front against
Israel.

Domestic Policy

Sadat's renewed emphasis on domestic economic reform is motivated as
much by political as economic concerns, and it is as significant for his
foreign as for his domestic policy. Sadat has never been as enamored of
Egypt's socialist philosophy as was its author. Nasir. lie moved quickly after
Nasir's death to eliminate some of its harher manifestations, but he was
hesitant to move decisively tovard liberalizing the economy. The Egyptians
have recently re-stated a series of economic reform measures intended to set
the country on the non-socialistic course Sadat instituted but failed to
pursue two years ago.

The measures include a further refinement of Egypt's system of
multiple exchange rates, designed to attract additional savings from Egyp-
tians liv-ng broai and to increase tourist revenue. Efforts will be made to

.4.
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diversify Egypt's foreign trade ties, and consideration is being given to
establishing a stock market to encourage the participation of private capital
in quasi-public companies. In general, the program envisions the establish-
ment of a better balance in Egypt's economic ties between East and West
and the encouragement of greater private foreign investment.

In fact, many of the measures that have been portraycd as new are,
ifter all, not new. There has been, for instance, a multiple exchange rate
system for some years, and there have been laws on the books to encourage
foreign investment. Many of the new measures are cumbersome and bureau-
cratic, and some increase rather than eliminate bureaucratic involvement in
the private sector. The measures as they now stand require managerial
changes that have not yet been evident in Egypt's economic planning, and
there is still much of the hesitancy that characterized Sadat's initial moves
toward desocialization two years ago. Sadat is clearly experimenting with a
new economic approach, without definitely committing himself to It, in
order to avoid foreclos.ag any options--in order, for instance, to keep both
Libya and the USSR on the string while pursuing objectives that he and his
new, conservative Arab benefactors believe desirable.

The program's political significance, however, is another matter.
Together with the other measures for social liberalization that Sadat is
contemplating, it constitutes the desocializing and essentially the further
de-Nasirizing moves of a leader increasingly confident in his relations with
many of the states, Western and Arab, whose help he seeks, and one who is
increasingly assured of his domestic position.

Sadat is still not a popular, certainly not a charismatic, leader. ie
remains in office largely because there is no strong group in Egypt that wants
to push him out. This is one among many reasons for his previous reluctance
to pursue further the de-Nasirization program he began a few years ago and
for his current emphasis on approaching the changes gradually. lie has
aurvived a number of crises, however-some of his own making-that would
have brought down a less agile leader. lie had not been in office for six
months before he moved against a powerful group of rivals to establish his
pre-cminence in the government, and he has moved slowly but consistently
to remove other leftists of Ali Sabri's stripe. lie has weathered repeated
outbreaks yf open dissatisfaction with the no-war/no-pcace situation, caused
sometimes by his own frequent empty pledges of imminent war. ie has
taken risks that Nasir would not have considered in moving award negotia-
tions with Israel. Having conic through relatively unscathed, he is now more
willing to take the greatcr risk of a more radical reorientation of his
government's entire philosophy away from the path set by Nasir.
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Nasir's memory and Nasir's devotees will cause problems for Sadat, but
he obviously believes that the problems, and the people, will be manageable.
He is deliberately remaining aloof from the most petty of the squabbles that
have developed over his de-Nasirization. Not the least of his problems is
Libya's President Qadhafi, whose admiration for Nasir is well known and
wl'ose own admirers in Egypt are illustrious if not numerous. Chief among
lh se is Ai-Ahram editor Muhammad Hasanayn Haykal, who, alone among
Cairo editorialists, openly advocated the "full and immediate" merger with
Libya that was Qadhafi's consistent line. The failure of either man to push
Sadat into a precipitate union is a measure of the self-confidence the
Egyptian leader feels. Their ;ak of success will also serve to reinforce his
confidence.

The Outlook

Where Sadat's new approach will take him and Egypt is problematic. It
is clearly not assured of success. The pitfalls at home are many, the problems
of generating effective Arab cooperation are stubborn, and the path of
nonalignment is not necessarily a straighter way to Egypt's ultimate goal
than was alignment with the USSR. Nevertheless, Sadat's experience with
the Soviets appears to have taught him a pragmatism that has enabled him to
set a course and a pace better suited to Egypt's capabilities,

Sadat's present undertaking is not the usual ephemeral effort to divert
the Egyptian people by alternately promising war and peace. It is a candid
admission that past policies have failed and an appeal for patience while new
ones are tried. The new policies, by their heavy reliance on mutually
advantageous cooperative efforts among the Arabs, avoid the illusory quality
of past rhetorical calls for Arab unity; Sadat's refusal to follow through more
than nominally with a patently ill-based Libyan union is indicative of his
search for the substance rather than the mere form of unity. His policy is a
frankly stated attempt to look toward the longer term. It promises neither
war nor peace but, for the first time, it holds hope for achievements that
have some chance of being realized.
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